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Speedster Delta Variant Get Active!

Science Diary Kitchen Scraps

HOMEWORK
COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING
ACTIVITIES

Create a 20 minute workout that
you can do each day for a week
e.g. 1 mins press-ups, 1 mins sit-
ups, bear crawls, etc. Track your

progress each day. On Friday
reflect on what you did well and

what you can improve on.

In your pack is an excerpt (text)
taken from the NZ Herald

website. Read the excerpt and
write a persuasive text about
whether you agree/ disagree

with the governments decision
to move to Alert Level 4. Use

points/facts from the excerpt to
back up your opinions.

Find the Speedster quiz in your
pack. Each day, use a stopwatch
or timer and time how fast you

can complete the basic facts
quiz. Record your time and score

(how many you get correct).

Why buy veges when you can
grow it using your kitchen

scraps? Take a look at the Vege
recycling sheet in your pack and
have a go at growing your own

veges. Your parents will
appreciate it and you!

Splash Spelling Sketch Note Problem Solve

Take a look at the science
experiments in your pack. Pick

one experiment. Before you
start the experiment, make sure
you read the instructions on the

sheet about writing the
hypothesis, observations/results

and conclusion.

Practice spelling your 10 words
that you selected from the word

wall or the dictionary.

In your pack is a range of
mathematical word problems.

Use your knowledge to help you
solve the word problems. If you

get stuck, there are Problem
Solve - hints, in your pack.

Read a story and create a sketch
note. A sketch note is a picture
that shows what you learned

from the story. Take a look at the
sketch note sheet in your pack,
for instructions on how to do

this and an example.

Every day, write down and
answer the following:
- What are you grateful for today
and why?
- How is lockdown going?
- What is one thing you like or would
change about lockdown and why?
- What is something interesting that
happened today?



Leadership Art Food Tech

Rhyme Hauora Whare-tapa-wha

TASKBOARD
BELOW ARE A RANGE OF LEARNING
ACTIVITIES FOR YOU TO COMPLETE.
TICK THEM OFF ONCE THEY HAVE
BEEN DONE.

Using the picture of our Prime
Minister in your pack and what
you or your family know about

her, brainstorm ideas or
examples of what it means to be

a leader.
Also use your own knowledge of

leadership.

Practice! Taha Wairua Card Comp

Zentangle + Still life image. On a
blank piece of paper, draw a still
image (non-moving) that you can
find around home e.g. an object

or person. In the background
(white space) draw different

patterns. Colour the still image &
use black for the background
patterns. Examples in pack.

Can you cook or bake? Help your
family by cooking a meal or

baking a sweet that they'll enjoy.
Write a procedural text about

what you cooked or baked. Get
your family members to write

feedback about your
cooking/baking.

Read the poem in your pack and
answer the questions that

follow. Once you have done this,
write your own poem expressing
what it's like being in lockdown,
using the same writing formula

as the poem.
 

In your pack is a Hauora Sheet,
explaining what Hauora is and
the Whare Tapa Wha Model.

Using the model, complete your
own Whare Tapa Wha by writing

your answers in the 4
dimensions of Hauora.

Take time this week to practice a
skill or interest. Choreograph a

new dance, practice your
cooking/ baking skills, draw a

new character for your favourite
anime/ TV programme. Want to

learn something new? Ask a
family member to teach you a

new skill.

Aku Raukura
Tau ka tau
Ka Pioioi

Practice a waiata, haka or mihi
you have been learning for our

extravaganza. 
 

Examples:

 

Have a stack of cards? Have a
competition against one of your

whanau. Shuffle the deck and half it.
At the same time, you both flip over
1 card and add, subtract or multiply
them together. First person to get

the correct answer wins the 2 cards.
When all the deck is gone, player

with the most cards, wins.

Use a gaming app - Minecraft,
Fortnite, Roblox to build your

own Whare-tapa-wha (You can
also draw this). Build an area in
your whare that improves your
Tinana, Hinengaro, Whanau &

Wairua. 



   46 + 37 = 
   ¼ of 60 = 
   1/5 of $20 =
   63 + ▢ =100
   100 - 86 = 
   16 – 9 = 
   100 - ▢ =21  
   ½ of $24 =
   73 – 47 = 
    ▢ x 5 = 35 
    ▢ ÷2 = 12 
    ▢ + 640 = 1000
   8 + 39 = 
   12 - ▢ = 3 
   50 ÷ ▢ = 5 
   400+ ▢ =1000
   67 + ▢ = 100 
   1.2 + 2.4 = 
   200% of 50=
   ▢ x 2 = 22
   100 - ▢ = 29 
   30 ÷ ▢ = 6 
   1000 - 300=
    12.5 + 23.5 = 
   ¾ of 20 =

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Time:

26.    50% of 120
27.    45 ÷ ▢ = 5
28.    2/4 of 20 =
29.    9 x 3 = 
30.    15 ÷ 5 =
31.   22 + 14 = 
32.  12 x ▢ = 144
33.   31 – 19 = 
34.   4 + ▢ = 16 
35.   100 x 5 = 
36.   70 ÷ 10 =
37.   ▢ - 12 = 30 
38.   ▢ x 5 = 40 
39.   100- 75= 
40.   100 – 73=
41.    46 - ▢ = 17 
42.    1.4 + 3.7 = 
43.    ▢÷2 = 14 
44.    ¼  20 =
45.   72 – 47 = 
46.   ½ of 60 =
47.   4/5 of $30 =
48.   100 – 69 =
49.   38 – 19 = 
50.   19 – 14 = 

Score: ▢ / 50

Time yourself and see how many you get correct each day.
If you want to mix it up, answer the questions from the end to the beginning (so

start at number 50 and end at number 1).
 

Aim: To beat your previous score and time.

SPEEDSTER



COVID - 1 9  EXCERPT

Source url: https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/covid-19-coronavirus-delta-outbreak-five-cases-
everything-we-know-about-them/ZASKENSFR6ULXIU2ZXWQ3FZSEU/

Five known community cases and more than 23 exposure events are now linked to New
Zealand's latest Covid-19 outbreak as the nation is plunged into an alert level 4 lockdown.
Health teams yesterday revealed a 58-year-old Auckland man was the first person to test
positive in the latest outbreak. Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern said this morning four more cases
were linked to the man.

Here is what we know about the first case.
• A Devonport man, 58, was the first case identified yesterday. He was described as being a type
of "tradesperson" by the Prime Minister this morning.
- He wasn't vaccinated and locations of interest are connected to him in Auckland and the
Coromandel. However, health teams said he was very good at scanning into places he visited
using the NZ Covid Tracer app.

The man visited about eight private homes. Another 15 locations of interest listed on the MoH
website were places where members of the public could have visited.

This morning genomic sequencing identified the original case as the highly infectious delta
variant. No link has so far been identified to a case at the border.

Earlier, a caller to radio station Newstalk ZB claimed his employee is the fiance of the Covid-19
infected nurse.

He gave his name as Sam and blasted the Ministry of Health's contact-tracing system, saying his
workplace hadn't heard from them despite his employee being as "sick as a dog".

Sam told Kerre McIvor his employee was waiting for his Covid-19 test results.
"[It] sounds very likely that he'll be positive, he got sent home from work yesterday about 1
o'clock, he was sick as a dog."

"[My employee] has basically been at work Monday and Tuesday mornings. Over 20 people in
close contact and we've not had one phone call from the Ministry of Health to tell us that our
workplace is a potential exposure site.

Minister for Covid-19 Response Chris Hipkins said it was possible contact tracers using the NZ
Covid Tracer app would find more community cases among people who weren't showing
symptoms of Covid.

He also expected the number of locations of interest to grow.

Ardern earlier said the fact a fully vaccinated nurse was able to contract the new delta Covid
variant didn't show the vaccine had failed.

The vaccine has been shown overseas to in the most part prevent serious illness and
hospitalisation, she said.

EXCERPT TAKEN FROM NZ  HERALD ART ICLE  -  COV ID  1 9  CORONAVIRUS

DELTA OUTBREAK .



 Fill the jars/cups half way with water
Place drops of one food colouring into each jar/cup. May need to stir the water if the
colour doesn't settle.
Cut the stem of one flower and place each half of the stem in a jar. You can place as many
flower stems as you want in the jars/cups
Leave the flowers to sit in the jars/cups overnight
Check the results the next day - what happened and how?

Materials:
- Flowers with stems (White works best)               - 1-4 Jars or Cups
- Food colouring                                                                  - Water

Instructions:
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

COLOUR EFFECT

Place just enough milk in the bowl/ plate so it doesn't run over the sides
Place drops of different food colouring into the bowl/ plate
Soak the cotton bud/ ball in dishwashing liquid and touch or drop it in the milk
 Watch the results - what happened and how?

Materials:
- Flat Bowl or Plate                - Food Colouring                                       - Dishwashing liquid
- Milk                                             - Cotton Bud or Cotton Wool

Instructions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

MILK  ART

Hypothesis: Write what you think will happen during and after the experiment
and why.
Practical: Do the experiment
Observations/ Results: Write down what you saw during and after the
experiment
Conclusion: Using the science hints and your observations and results, write a paragraph
about whether your hypothesis was right. Explain why or why not.

1.

2.
3.

4.

In a pot, mix together the baking soda & vinegar. Make sure you pour the vinegar slowly and stir
at the same time so that the mixture doesn't overflow.
Boil the mixture for 1 hour on low - medium heat. It should turn into a snow-like texture.
Add 1 litre of water and heat until the mixture turns clear like water (About 30mins).
Remove the pot from the heat and tip the mixture into a bowl. Leave the mixture in the bowl and
the residue (leftover mixture) in the pot. Let it completely cool down on a bench.
When cooled, scrape some of the residue from the pot and place it in the middle of the 2nd bowl.
Slowly pour the clear mixture onto the pot residue and it should start to turn white & form a
tower. 
Want to try it again? Place the tower in a pot & reheat. Repeat steps 5-6. 

Materials:
- 500ml of white vinegar                   - 2x Bowls                       - Pot 
- 440g Baking Soda                             - Spatula                  

Instructions:
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

CRYSTALL ISAT ION ( PARENT SUPERVIS ION IS  REQUIRED )

SC IENCE



The liquid created in the pot is called Sodium Acetate. When the liquid cools and you start
to pour it on top of the pot residue, a chemical reaction occurs and the liquid goes
through a process called the exothermic process. 

The exothermic process is when the Sodium Acetate that you created,  releases energy,
known as heat. So when you start to pour the mixture, heat is being released and
crystallisation takes place. Crystallisation takes place, when the mixture turns from a
liquid to a solid.

HOT ICE

Flowers and plants drink water from their roots. With cut flowers, they have no roots so water
travels directly from the stem to the petals. 

2 scientific things occur when this happens:
1) Capillary action: Inside the stem, there are tube-like tissues that run down the stem, called xylem.
Water is carried to parts of the flower through the xylem, when the molecules in water and xylem
attract.
2) Transpiration: is when sunlight evaporates the water from the stem & petals. When the water
evaporates, it causes the xylem tubes to become like a vacuum. So it will suck up all the water &
food colouring, transporting it to the petals. 

So plants/ flowers absorb water through their roots. When you cut the flower and put it in a jar/cup
of coloured water, transpiration takes place.

Milk, food colouring & dish soap are all liquids. Even though they are liquids, they each
have different properties about them.

- Milk & food colouring: Both liquids are made up of water and have what we call surface
tension, meaning the surface of the liquid is strong. For example, an insect could run on it.
- Dishwashing liquid: Is what we call a surfactant. Surfactants are able to reduce the
surface tension of other liquids.

When dishwashing liquid is added to the milk & water, it reduces the surface tension and
reacts with the fat in the milk. This causes the milk to move around and create swirls of
colour.

MILK  ART

COLOUR EFFECT

SC IENCE H INTS

The science behind the experiments.



Avocado
1) Wash the seed inside the Avocado and place 3 toothpicks in and around it
2) Fill a jar or cup with water and place the seed on top. The toothpicks should hang on top of the
jar/cup. 
3) Keep the jar/cup in a warm place but not directly in the sun. Check the water every day and fill it
up if needed so that water is touching the seed.
4) After 6 weeks, stem and roots should appear.  If the stem looks about 15cm, cut it down to 7cm. 
5) When leaves start to appear, plant the seed in your garden. Cover half of the seed with soil and 
leave the other half of the seed above the soil.

Carrots
1) Cut the top of a carrot, leaving some of orange carrot attached. 
2) Fill a cup with 2cm of water and place the carrot top in the cup, cut side facing down
3) Place the cup on a sunny windowsill
4) When you see the carrot sprouting new or longer shoots (green leafy part), place the carrot in
your garden but don't cover the shoots.

Celery
1) Cut off the bottom/ base of the celery
2) Lay it in a bowl with just a bit of warm water
3) Place the bowl in sunlight and leave it there for about a week
4) When the leaves start to thicken and grow, dig a little hole in your garden and place the celery in
the soil.

Lettuce & Cabbage
1) Cut off the head of the lettuce and place in a cup of water
2) Leave it in there for 3-4 days until you start to see roots growing
3) When roots have formed, dig a little hole in your garden and place the lettuce head in the soil.

Onions
1) Place the bottom of an onion (root part) in your garden
2) When roots start to show, take the old onion out and let the roots grow new onions.

Pineapple
1) Cut the top off the Pineapple and place it in a jar/cup full of water.  Place the jar/cup in direct
sunlight. If it is warm during the day, place it outside in the sun and bring it inside at night. 
2) Change the water every second day and make sure to keep the jar/cup full of water so that it is
touching the base of the Pineapple. 
3) After a week or so, you will notice roots forming. Place the Pineapple in your garden, in a spot that
gets a lot of sunlight.

Potatoes
1) When peeling potatoes, leave the peelings that have 2 or more eyes on them (eyes are the
roundish bits that have little stems growing from it). 
2) Allow the peelings to dry overnight and then plant them in your garden about 10cm deep. Ensure
that the eyes are facing upwards when you plant them. 
3) It will take a few weeks before you see the potato plant begin to grow.

Regrow your fruit & vegetables.

FOLLOW THESE STEPS :

K ITCHEN SCRAPS



speed
delta
Coronavirus
persuasive
Government
variant
warning
 potential
 epidemic
 contagious
 young
 recommendation
weighed
 health
 incubator
 physical
 mortality
 respiratory
 access
 finance
 status
 progress
 improved
 opinion
 decision

List 1

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Practice these spelling words to do with topics in your learning pack.
Put them to the test by getting someone to read them to you and you spell it
out to them. For every word you get incorrect, they get to wet you. Will you

come out of this dry or soaked?!

SPLASH SPELL ING

 process
 xylem
 transpiration
 Capillary
 action
 molecules
 protein
 tension
 surfactant
 exothermic
 crystallisation
 Celery
 regrowth
 Onion
 lockdown
 hypothesis
 observation
 results
 conclusion
 colour
 effect
 supervision
 kitchen
 represent
 apply

List 2

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.



Before you do this task you need to read a story

Creating a sketch note
- Identify what is the main message in the story
- List examples of how you can apply the main message to your life

For example: If the main message is to be kind, an example could be to hold the door for
someone.

Create a sketch note that has the following:
1) The main message
2) A picture/pictures that represent the main message
3) Examples of how you can apply the main message

Note: An example of a sketch note is given below 

ACT IV ITY

SKETCH NOTE



If we sold 10.5L of Otai in 210mL cups for $2.30 each, how much money
would we make?

OTAI

PROBLEM SOLVE

Danny decided to have Pizza for his birthday. He invited 4 of his friends
over and they shared 7 pizzas evenly. How much pizza did each person
have?

P IZZA N IGHT

Seani walks a total of 0.9 kilometres to and from school each day. After
4 days, how many kilometres will he have walked?

WALK IT  OUT

Sam is wanting to purchase 2 PS4 games (gaming bundle) but is stuck
between which one to pick. Sam wants to purchase Spiderman: Game of
the Year Edition for the full price ($89.95). If he purchases this, he can
purchase one of the following games with a discount:

Assassin's Creed: Ultimate Edition - $179.60 (Discount - 55% off the price)
Crash Bandicoot Bundle - $142.80 (Discount - 45% off the price)

Sam wants to buy the cheapest bundle. What is the cheapest bundle?

GAMING BUNDLE



Improper Fractions & Mixed Fractions

Improper Fraction - When the numerator is bigger than the denominator
Mixed Fraction - The result when you simplify an improper fraction

                                                                                  Explanation:
e.g.       14      =      2  4                    
               5                    5                     
                                                               
  Improper                       Mixed    

               
            
 

  P IZZA N IGHT

Finding percentages

25% of 15

20    5

GAMING BUNDLE Break the percentage into it's place values e.g 2 = 20 (2
tens) and 5 = 5 (5 ones).
Find 10% - how we do this is, imagine you have $15. We
want to divide this by 10 to get 10%. So 15 divided by 10
= $1.50 or inverse strategy ▢ x 10 = $15. We now know
that 10% = $1.50
Now we want to find 20% because that's our percentage
question so all we do is multiply our 10% by 2 to get 20%
so.... $1.50 x 2 = $3. Now we know that 20% = $3.
Find 5% - we know that 10% = $1.50 so all we do is half
this to get 5%. So 5% = 1/2 of $1.50 = 0.75 or 75 cents.
Now we know that 20% = $3 & 5% = $0.75 cents, so we
add these together to get 25%, $3 + 0.75 cents = $3.75
so 25% of 15 = 3.75.. 

Steps:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

1000mL = 1L

OTAI

PROBLEM SOLVE -  H INTS

Find out how many 5's can fit into 14. We know that
two 5's can fit because 2x5=10. That means there is 4
remaining. 
What we do with the 4 is we make it the numerator
and we leave the denominator the same. So when we
simplify this improper fraction, it becomes 2 wholes
and 4/5.

1km = 1000m

WALK IT  OUT



Write your ideas or examples here.

      WHAT IS  A  LEADER ?

LEADERSHIP



Here are some examples of Zentangle still life.

        ZENTANGLE ST ILL  L IFE

ART



My pohutukawa. My Lyn of Tawa.
My Pam Eyres. My monopoly shares.

My lavalava. My mother.
My stainless steel slide. My go and hide.

My smashing mum's cabinet. My wanting a rabbit.
My terrarium. My axolotl aquarium.

My Bad Jelly the Witch. My You little snitch.
My Mary Poppins umbrella roof jump. My sister's back thump.

My Morris Minor. My egg timer.
My painting houses. My killing mouses.

My blackboard teaching. My Baptist preaching.
My skipping rope. My endless hope.

My Salvation Army clothes. My running nose.
My Avondale Spiders. My low rider.

My first ever letter from Ms Fish. My Christmas wish.
My Yes, I can. My brother Luka and sister Sam.

My Yes, I will. My bitter pill.
My wrongin', my rightin'. My Enid Blyton.

My mophead of hair. My I don't care!
 

        1 9 7 0 ' S POEM

How many sentences per line? 
What rhyming pattern do you notice in this poem?
What word is repeated throughout the poem? What effect does it have?
What kinds of objects are mentioned in the poem? What effect does this have?

1.
2.
3.
4.

ANSWER THE QUEST IONS BELOW :

POETRY

Write your own poem about what it's like to be in lockdown, using the same formula
as this poem.

TASK



HAUORA

What makes you happy?

TAHA H INENGARO

( MENTAL &  EMOT IONAL )

The Whare Tapa Wha is a Maori model that represents our Hauora (Health and Well-
being). The Whare Tapa Wha has 4 walls which represents 4 areas that Maori believe
will give us strength and good health. Using your critical thinking and the model
below, write down what gives you strength and good health. 

THE WHARE TAPA WHA

What is important to you? What do you
value?

TAHA WAIRUA

( SP IR ITUAL )

What are some things you do to keep
your body healthy? (eg. sports, eat
certain foods, etc...)

TAHA T INANA

( PHYS ICAL )

What do you enjoy about your family &
friends? Or what do you enjoy doing with
them?

TAHA WHANAU

( SOCIAL )


